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I. INTRODUCTION 

DOCKET NO. ELll-006 

OAK TREE ENERGY, LLC'S 
MOTION TO COMPEL 

Pursuant to Section 20:10:01:22.01 of the South Dakota Public Utilities Cornrnission 

(PIJC) Adlninistrative Rules, Oak Tree Energy, LLC (Oak Tree) inoves for an order to 

coinpel Northwestern Energy (NWE) to respond to Interrogatory No. 12 and Request for 

Production No. 30 and Request for Production No. 40. 

At the outsct, Oak Tree wishcs to einphasize that it has attempted informally to resolve 

this discovery dispute with NWE to no avail. Several e-mail communications, phone calls 

between counscl and a teleconference lnodcratcd by Mr. John Smith, PUC counsel, have been 
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attempted to come to a resolution. Furthermore, after the January 27, 2012 telcconfcrencc, 

Oak Tree agreed to utilize additional written discovery so this matter could continue forward 

without delay. However, Oak Tree feels that this inotion has become necessary 

11. BACKGROUND 

Before discussing in detail the instant inotion to compel, Oak Tree wishes to recap 

what has transpired in discovery in this proceeding. Throughout the course o f  this 

proceeding, Oak Tree has requested that NWE produce info~~nation as to how it would 

calculate a 20-year avoided cost. On Septcrnber 7,201 1, Oak Tree filcd Oulc Tree E~zem.gy 

LLCS Motioiz to Compel. As a response to the motion, NWE stated that a 20-year avoided 

cost analysis does not exist and, therefore, could not be produced. This matter was addressed 

at the November 8 ,  201 1 regular meeting o f  the PUC. NWE maintained throughout the 

discovery process, as well as during the hearing with the PUC on November 8 ,  that the 

information necessary to develop NWE's 20-year avoided cost would be unreliable and that it 

did not exist. Therefore, NWE argued it could not produce the requested data. Ultimately, 

the Commission granted Oak Tree's motion, in part, by requiring NWE to produce avoided 

cost data for a five and ten-year period. The Coininission also stated that the denial o f  Oak 

Tree's motion with respect to the 20-year data does not relieve NWE o f  the responsibility to 

provide the information should it become available. Only after Oak Tree had the opportunity 

to review NWE's Prefiled Direct and Rebuttal testimony on January 13, 2012 did it become 

apparent that NWE was attempting to introduce testimony to rebut Oak Tree expert Richard 

Lauckhart's 20-year avoided cost forecast. 

111 other words, NWE is attempting to have it both ways: ( 1 )  thwarting Oak Tree in its 

effort to make its case for a 20-year avoided cost forecast by depriving Oak Tree o f  any 

understanding o f  NWE's position on its avoided costs; and (2)  prejudicing Oak Tree's ability 

to prepare for hearing by failing to disclose at any point prior to January 13, 201 2 that Mr. 

Lewis would be offering his testimony to rebut Mr. Lauckhart on avoided costs. NWE 

should not be permitted to use the Commission's discovery process to conceal essential facts 

and prejudice another party in this fashion. Although NWE has denied that Mr. Lewis is 

offering his 20-year natural gas price forecast as an avoided cost forecast, it cannot deny that 

it is attempting to use Mr. Lewis's testimony and forecast as the basis to rebut M r .  

Lauclthart's 20-year avoided cost forecast. Regardless o f  what NWE chooses to call Mr. 
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Lewis's forecast, i f  NWE knew that it would use Mr. Lewis's testiinony in this fashion, NWE 

should have disclosed that fact at some point either before or during the PUC's hearing on 

November 8 ,  201 1 regarding Oak Tree's first lnotion to compel. No such words were uttercd 

by NWE or its counsel during that hearing. 

NWE has claimed that a "forecast" is different than an avoided cost calculation. This 

statement is undeniably true. However, it is also true that the reason Oak Tree wished to 

obtain a 20-year price forecast from NWE during the discovery period and that Oak Tree filed 

its motion to coinpel was so that a fair and honest debate could take place over 

methodologies, and both Oak Tree and NWE would have an opportunity to contrast and 

coinpare nnethodologies as part o f  making their respective cases. Oak Tree had a right to this 

infoi~nation i f  it existed, and NWE undoubtedly knew it would prejudice Oak Tree by 

introducing Mr. Lewis's testiinony as rebuttal to Mr. Lauckhart well afler the close o f  

discovery. It is  also unquestionably true that without Mr.  Lewis's testiinony, NWE will have 

little or no ability to rebut Mr. Lauckhart's avoided cost calculations at the hearing, as it 

would have no testimony on that subject matter. NWE's actions in this proceeding have 

deprived Oak Tree o f  a meaningful opportunity to obtain needed information necessary to its 

case during discovery and to prepare its case. 

Although NWE i s  correct that Oak Tree received Mr. Lewis's forccast on Novetnber 

15 ,  201 1 ,  it is also tlue that NWE in no way disclosed to the parties or to the PUC that it 

intended to use Mr. Lewis's forecast in the manner disclosed only as o f  the filing o f  Mr. 

Lewis's testimony on January 15, 2012. Oak Tree also could not have requested additional 

discovery at the time that Mr. Lewis's natural gas price forecast itself was first disclosed on 

Noveinher 15,201 1, as no further opportunities for discovery wcre provided in the schedule. 

Furthermore, Oak Tree had no indication at any point up until January 13, 2012 that NWE 

would attempt to use Mr. Lewis's forecast to rebut Oak Tree's case or that NWE had 

concealed this fact from Oak Tree for approximately two months. 

Oak Tree is entitled to know the bases for Mr. Lewis's opinions in this proceeding and 

to test his testiinony for credibility and accuracy. Yet ,  as discussed further below, NWE 

continues to withhold relevant information regarding Mr .  Lewis's calculations and how they 

relate to a proper calculation o f  NWE's avoided costs over a 20-year period. 
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A separate, but related, issue arose for Oak Tree upon the receipt o f  the prefiled 

testimony o f  NWE witness Mr .  Dennis Wagner on January 13,2012. For the first time in 

this proceeding, NWE disclosed, through Mr. Wagner's testimony, that NWE disagrees with 

Mr. Lauckhart's calculations regarding the need for additional capacity due to the existence o f  

the Aberdeen gas plant. NWE's decision to construct the Aberdeen facility was part o f  a 

resource planning analysis that led to the decision by NWE that the Aberdeen facility was a 

necessary capacity addition for NWE's South Dakota utility. A necessary part o f  that 

resource planning process was the natural gas price forecast that would have been used to 

prepare the analysis that cost-justified the Aberdeen facility. Oak Tree believes this natural 

gas price forecast i s  necessarily relevant in this proceeding and may be dispositive on the 

issue o f  natural gas pricing. 

As mentioned previously, the parties attempted to resolve their differences informally 

in the January 27,2012 teleconference, whereby NWE and Oak Tree agreed to a period o f  

limited discovery to allow Oak Tree to request information regarding the prefiled testimony o f  

NWE witnesses Mr. Lewis and M r .  Wagner. Thereafter, Oak Tree submitted limited 

discovery on these witnesses with the understanding that Oak Tree might file a motion to 

compel i f  NWE continued to resist the bases for its witnesses' testimony. On January 30, 

201 2, Oak Tree submitted its limited requests regarding NWE witnesses Mr. Lewis and Mr. 

Wagner. Instead o f  answering the questions, NWE continued its pattern o f  refusing to fully 

cooperate in ordinary discovery, thus necessitating this Sccond Motion to Compel. 

111. MOTION TO COMPEL 

The I'UC made it clear in its November 8 ,  201 1 ordcr that NWE had an obligation to 

produce any avoided cost information in its possession. Despite this clear dircctive, NWE has 

refused to cooperate in discovery regarding the underlying bases and justification for its 

witnesses' testirnony on avoided costs. Interrogatory No. 12 and Request for Production No. 

30 requested that Mr. Lewis identify how his natural gas forecast has been used by his clients. 

This is not a small matter: i f  Mr .  Lewis's methodology has not been used by any utility for 

long-tenn forecasting o f  any sort, and i s  only short-run internal guidance, it is not at all 

relevant to this proceeding, nor can it be used to rebut Mr. Lauckhart's very thorough avoided 

cost forecast specifically prepared for NWE's South Dakota utility. Oak Tree's requests and 

NWE's responses arc as follows: 
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INTERROGATORY NO. 12 AND REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 30: 

On page 4, lines 6-8 of your testimony, you indicate that Lands Energy has 

used the method of price forecasting you advocate in this proceeding to advise 

numerous clients on the wholesale energy markets and specifically to support 

resource management decisions. I'lease provide: 

(a) The names of the clients for which you have used this method; 

Answer: North Western Energy ol?jects to Interrogator:y No. 12 on the 

groz~nds that it calls,for the effective discloslcre of tlze identity ofci noi?- 

testlfibzg, conszultirzg expert witlzoict nizy showirzg of'exceptiorzal 

circunzstarzces. Without waiving said objectiorz, Mr. Lewis resporzcls cis 

,follows: 

Lands Energy has provided nforecast using tlze nzethodology,for 

,forecnstirzg Soclth Dalcota prices to n rzznnber of clients other than 

North Western Energy over the years. Based orz a review of its records, 

Lands Eizergy has supported 7 o'(J"rerzt zutilities or ~1tilit.v organizations, I 

Native Arnericcln tribe, 2 irzdzustriril end zusecs, 2 resozlrce developers, nnd 2 

consztlting,firn~s ~)it/?jorecast electricity prices usiizg this process. Due to 

confidentiality obligatioizs to those clienls, Lands Energy is urzable to 

iderztifji these clients. 

(b) A copy of the report or docu~nentation (including any existing in electronic 

format) you provided to the client identifying the method and results of this 

wholesale electricity price forecast; 

Attswer: North Western 1:'nergy objects to Interrogatory No. I2 on the 

g~,ozuizds tlzat it calls,for the effective disclosztre oftlze identity qfcr non- 

testiiving, coizsultirzg expert withozut any slzowing of exceptionril 

circ~uinstnrzces. Witlzout waiving said objection, Mc Lewis responds as 

,follows: 

Again, &re to colzfiderztiality obligatioizs to its otlzer clients and the,fact 

tlzat tlze infornzatiorz is proprietar:y to Lands Energy, Lands Energy is not 

able to provide theforecasts it delivered to other clients here 
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(c) A copy of any testimony you provided in any forum whcre you testified 

about the methodology. Also provide the forum and docket number 

associated with that testimony; 

Atrs~ver.: I,arzds Energy has not provicled testinzony in arzy,forum regard-clirzg 

this price,forecast methodologj~ 

(d) Identify any forum wherein a regulatory authority such as a state public 

service co~nmission with ratc sctting authority approved the nlethodology 

you have identified in your testimony, and thc final ordcr in that 

proceeding. 

Answer.: Beginning in 2007, North Western Energy has used this me/lzocl in 

its electricity supply resource proctlrenzerzt plarzs,filed with tile Mo~ztcznu 

Public Service Commission. Tlzese are cloclcets that do not result irz,firzal 

orders. 

Oak Tree believes there are two significant problems with NWE's responses. First, 

and most important, Oak Tree is seeking information regarding the use of Mr. Lewis's 

methodology by other utilities. If these entities simply use Mr. Lewis's forecast to calculate 

short-run natural gas hedging strategies, Mr. Lewis's calculatiorl is not relevant to avoided 

cost. If Mr. Lewis's ~nethodology was not used at all by these utilities, then it is simply 

irrelevant to this procceding. If Mr. Lewis's methodology has never been used in any fashion 

to prepare a fundamentals-based forecast, which is the industry standard, it is far too 

unreliable for any real planning purpose, much less as a basis to calculate avoidcd cost. Oak 

Tree is absolutely entitled to know the answers to these questions prior to the hearing of this 

matter. 

Second, NWE is plainly intending to offer Mr. Lewis as an expert quali.fied to rebut 

Oak Tree's method of calculating avoided cost, but NWE is unwilling or unable to prove to 

Oak Tree and this Cornmission that Mr. Lewis is indeed an expert in this field. This is 

contrary to the rules of evidence used in South Dakota 

SDCL 19-1 5-2 states, in pertinent part, 

If scicntific, technical, or other specialized knowlcdgc will assist the tricr of 
fact to undcrstand thc cvidcncc or to dcterrnine a fact in issuc, a witness 
qualified as an expert by knowlcdgc, skill, experience, training, or education, 
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may testify thereto in the form of an opinion or otherwise, ii': ...( 2) The 
testimony is the product of reliable principles and methods, . . . 

However, based on the responses given by NWE, Oak Tree is unable to determine: (1) 

whether Mr. Lewis is an expert; and (2) whether his testimony is the product of reliable 

principles and methods. 

NWE's objections that the request "calls for the effective disclosure of the identity of a 

non-testify consulting expert" and "calls for the effective disclosure of the facts known and 

opinions held by a non-testifying, consulting expert" are indicative of NWE's failure to 

engage in the discovery process in good faith. Based on NWE's responses, Oak Tree is 

unsure whether Mr. Lewis is an expert or is rnerely relaying information developed by a "non- 

testifying, consulting expert." Ifthe latter is the case, Oak Tree would suggest that Mr. 

Lewis's testimony is irrelevant and should be disregarded in its entirety. 

If Mr. Lewis is indeed being held out as an expert in this field, Oak Tree is entitled to 

ascertain his level of expertise. NWE's failure to provide arty of Lands Energy's prior clients 

or reports leaves Oak Tree, and the Commission, in the position of relying solely on NWE's 

certification of their own expert. While NWE may consider Mr. Lcwis an expert, the 

Commission, as the trier of fact, must ulti~nately detetlnine whether Mr. Lewis's "knowledge, 

skill, experience, training, or education" qualify him as an expert. Without providing any 

infonnation relating to the prior use of Mr. Lewis's method of price forecasting, Oak Tree is 

unable to ascertain his level of expertise and the Co~n~nission cannot reasonably rely on his 

testirnnny. 

Thus, without knowing the use to which Mr. Lewis's forecast has been employed, and 

by whom, and whether Mr. Lewis is actually an expert or is simply relaying the expert 

opinions of others (whom have not been disclosed), Oak Tree is prejudiced. The PUC should 

require NWE to answer fully and fairly, without equivocation, Oak Tree Interrogatory No. 12 

and Request for Production No. 30. 

Request for Production No. 40 was posed by Oak Tree to determine the underlying 

basis for the opinions offcred in prefiled testimony by NWE witness Mr. Wagner. The 

request and responses are as follows: 
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REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 40: On page 5, lines 15-17 of your 

testimony, you discuss Northwestern's decision to build the Aberdeen plant 

Please provide: 

(a) A copy of all studicsIreports that Northwestern has prepared that support 

this decision; 

Rcsyon.se: North Westerrz objects to Ileq~restjor I'roductior~ No. 40(a) as 

irrelevarzt in tlzat it is neither reasonably tailored to matters at issue in this 

proceeding nor reasonably calculated to lead to admissible evidence. 

Nortlz Western's decision to construct ilze Aberdeen plaizt is not an issue in tlzis 

doclcet, which is addressed solely to tlze price tlzat North Western rnLlst pay Oalc 

Tree for energy and capacity fior?z a proposed wind gerzeratiorz facility located 

approximately 90 miles porn Aberdeerz. 

(b) A copy of any analysislstudy (and associated report if available) performed 

by Northwestern that looked at alternatives to the Abcrdecn plant. 

Re.spnnse: North Westerrz objects to Request,for I'rodzrction No. 40(b) as 

irrelevant irz that it is rzeitlzer reasonably tailored to matters nt iss~ce in this 

proceeding rzor reusoizubi(y calczllated to lead to admissible evidence. 

Nortlz Westenz 's decision to corzstrz~ct the Aberdeen plant is not arz issue irz tlzis 

doclcet, whiclz is addressed solely to tlze price tlzat North Western inlist pay Oalc 

nee ,@ erzer-gy and capacity,fi.oriz a proposed wind generntioizfi~cili~?, located 

approxirnatei(y 90 miles,f).om Aberdee~z. 

NWE's response to Request for Production No. 40 is difficult to take seriously. First, 

infortnation about the decision to construct the Aberdeen plant is highly relevant in this 

proceeding; indeed, it could be pivotal to a determination of NWE's actual avoided cost. 

Second, a significant portion of Mr. Green's testi~nony falls under the heading "Aberdeen 

Generating Station K2." In his testiniony, Mr. Green discusses the decision to build this plant. 

Consequently, any analysis, study, or report utilized for this decision is relevant and should be 

provided to Oak Tree. 

Generally, any new resource decisions include a full resource planning activity - 

meaning it is very likely that NWE engaged in a process that looked into all its nceds froin all 

technologies, including wind, prior to its decision to build the Aberdeen plant. It is also likely 
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that such a process involved an analysis which could be used to determine NWE's avoided 

cost. Finally, as staled previously, any resource planning process would typically include a 

fundainentals based natural gas pricc forecast, a lnethodology which greatly differs fro111 that 

used by NWE witness Mr. Lewis in his non-fundamentals based forecast. Any such 

information is not only relevant, hut critical, to the detennination o f  the avoided costs NWE 

must pay Oak Tree for electricity generated as a result o f  Oak Tree's project. 

The decision to build the Aberdeen plant was based on a capacity issue - another 

relevant issue in this case. NWE has stated it is not in need o f  the additional capacity that 

could be generated by the Oak Trec project. Mr. Green's testimony states that the decision to 

build the Aberdeen plant was in response to future capacity needs. Thus, any analysis, study, 

or report utilized in the decision will likely have capacity information and be highly relevant 

to this matter, and should be provided without further delay. The PUC should order NWE to 

fully respond to Oak Tree Request for Production No. 40 immediately. 

As stated previously, Oak Tree attempted to resolve this issuc informally by 

contacting NWE to set up thc depositions o f  Mr. Lewis and Mr. Grccn. While NWE did 

agree to the deposition o f  Mr. Lewis, their insistence that the depositio~l take place in-person 

at their offices in Sioux Falls, S D ,  rather than telephonically, was expensive, unnecessary, 

and, in Oak Tree's opinion, unreasonable. To  continue to work toward a resolution in this 

matter, Oak Tree agreed to additional discovery, but NWE's refusal to adequately respond to 

the requests has made this motion necessary. 

The PUC will recall that Mr. Lauckhart's testimony was due Fcbruary 9,2012, and in 

light o f  this dispute, Oak Tree has asked that this deadline be extended to February 17,2012. 

NWE has agreed to this extension, provided it also receives a similar extension to respond to 

testimony by PUC Staff. Regardless, Oak Tree believes it has a right to the information so 

that Mr. Lauckhart may incorporate it into his prefiled rebuttal testimony. Thus, time is o f  the 

essence. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

For thc reasons set forth above, Oak Tree rcspcctfully rcquests thc PUC grant Oak 

Trcc's Motion to Compel by ordering NWE to respond to Inleirogatory No. 12 and Request 

for Product~on No. 30 and Request for Production No. 40 immediately or; in the alternative, 
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order any relief the PUC deems appropriate. Oak Tree regrets that it has been unable to 

resolve this dispute informally and only brings this motion to compel as a last resort. 

Respectfully submitted this 

vette K. Lafrentz 
ONEY CROWLEY PAYNE BLOOMQUIST P.C. 

Attorneys for Oak Tree Energy, LLC 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing Motion to Compel was served 
electronically on this e d a y  of February, 2012, upon the following: 

Ms. Patricia Van Gerpen 
Executive Director 
South Dakota Public Utilities Commission 
500 E. Capitol Ave. 
Pierre, SD 57501 
pattv.vaneemen@.state sd.us 
(605) 773-3201 -voice 
(866) 757-603 1 - fax 

Ms. Kara Semmler 
Staff Attorney 
South Dakota Public Utilities Commission 
500 E. Capitol Ave. 
Pierre, SD 57501 
kara.se~nmler@state.sd.us 
(605) 773-3201 - voice 
(866) 757-603 1 - fax 

Mr. Ryan Soye 
Staff Attorney 
South Dakota Public Utilities Co~nmission 
500 E. Capitol Ave. 
Pierre, SD 57501 
rvan.sov&state.sd.us 
(605) 773-3201 - voice 
(866) 757-603 1 - fax 

Mr. Chris Daugaard 
Staff Analyst 
South Dakota Public Utilities Commission 
500 E. Capitol Ave. 
Pierre, SD 57501 
chris.dau~aard@state.sd.us 
(605) 773-320 1 - voice 
(866) 757-603 1 - fax 

Mr. Brian Rounds 
Staff Analyst 
South Dakota Public Utilities Commission 
500 E. Capitol Ave. 
Pierre, SD 57501 
brian.rounds@state.sd.us 
(605) 773-320 1 - voice 
(866) 757-603 1 - fax 
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Mr. Jeffrey Decker 
Northwestern Corporation W a  Northwestern Energy 
600 Market St. West 
Huron, SD 57350-1500 
jeffrev.decker@no~thwestern.com 
(800) 245-6977 - voice 
(605) 353-75 19 - fax 

Ms. Pamela Bonrud 
Northwestern Corporation W a  NorthWestem Energy 
3010 W. 69th St. 
Sioux Falls, SD 57108 
Pam.Bonrud@.no~thwestern.co~n 
(605) 978-2908 - voice 
(605) 978-2910 -fax 

Bleau LaFave 
NorthWestem Corporation d/b/a Northwestern Energy 
3010 W. 69th St. 
Sioux Falls, SD 571 08 
bleau.lafave@northwestern.com 
(605) 978-2908 -voice 
(605) 978-2910 - fax 

Sara Greff Dannen 
Corporate Counsel 
Northwestern Corporation dba NorthWestem Energy 
3010 W. 69th St. 
Sioux Falls, SD 57108 
(605) 978-2942 -voice 
(605) 978-2919 -fax 
Sara.Dannen@northwestern coln 

Al Brogan 
Corporate Counsel 
NorthWestem Corporation dba Northwestern Energy 
Ste. 205 
208 N. Montana Ave. 
Helena, MT 59601 
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